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Nickerson: Night

POETRY

Glihting a hidden green.
Seared grass unfolds its care'To sink in calm. unwilled.
.
Within the lighdessroom,
Drawn back in., fascination,
Gray coals f~rget to fume Cold in expectation:

~

In such a pause moves Death,.
Implicit in the heart.
Familiar, close as breath,
Death grows into its part.

\

Until at last we know
The delicate, shadowed head
Drawn back in invitation:
From frozen eyes held low,
And bitter mouth unfedWe suck annihilation.
NIGHT

She'lifts her head and smiles to find
The sun has crowded' back the dark,..
And slanting, splintered through each blind,
Has left its resdess, waving mark.

··'r

As silence that a.cupping palm

May hold when brougltt against the ear
Becomes oppresSive in its calm, So had faint stinings pushed her fear..
The folding shadows in communion
.' Seemed softly stirring with desires,
And ma~e a smoky, dull reunion .Within the minor's ashy fires.
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The curtains reached like pillars charred,
Alone resisting and unbent.
The breezes. too the curtains barred,
.And straying sounds with stillness blent.

REVIEW

;--

.§

Yet intermittent and uncertain,
. In acc~nts hushed the shadows spoke,
And fe1t~bout each listening curtain
The hidden, yielding walls to stroke.

.

Yet long before the widening sky
Swelled light before the shifting sun,
The eyes that strained at creak and sigh
• By heavy sleep were overrun. - ·
And so the mirror cleared with light;
The soot of night was swept away.
Beyond the blinds the world grew bright,
And terrors lost themselves in day.
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look and see this being that is I
'fhile mirrored by this presence that is Youlfhe. You I, as your mirror, modify
Firom time to time, as given a further view.
Mirror reflecting mirror, clear as speech,
Are You and I, one square and firmly framed
And one contoured in oval, each to each
Adjusting what the shifting years have claimed
o what they have bestowed,-while glass to glass
ur glancing images of youth recede
issolved through later likenesses, they pass) ,
nd show Us Many, Two,-and One, indeed,
en there is flashed a slant of light whereby
e glimpse that I am You and You are I.
I
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